
The very hungry 
caterpillar



What you will need:  

l A template of a butterfly (Provided) 
l Materials to decorate the butterfly: Feathers, gems,   
    material, colouring pencils, crayons
l Glue
l Scissors
l String    
                                                                            

Instructions

1. Photocopy the butterfly template on to A4 or A3 card, 
depending on 
      the required size of the wings.
2. Decorate the butterfly using any materials that you can 
find.
3. Cut around the outline of the butterfly.
4. Fold the butterfly and cut a small slit in the fold
5. Cut two pieces of long string. Feed one piece through 
the slit and 
      tie both ends together. Repeat with the second piece. 
6. Put an arm through each loop of string and enjoy your 
beautiful 
      new butterfly wings!

Butterfly Wings



The very hungry caterpillar bookmark

You will need...

l   Red, green, yellow and blue pieces of A4 card.
l   Felt tip pen
l   Glue stick
l   Scissors

Instructions

1. Cut the red, green and yellow card into small circles 
using the bottom of a plastic cup to get them a similar size

2. Cut the blue card into small antennae shapes. 

3. Choose a circle for each letter of your name and stick 
each piece together so that each circle is overlapping 
slightly. Stick an extra circle on top for the caterpillars face. 

4. Add two antennae to the caterpillars head. 

The very hungry 
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5. Use your felt tip to draw on eyes (or use googly eyes if 
you have some!)

6. Finally write each letter of your name down the body of 
the caterpillar. 

Now the children have a Caterpillar book mark that they 
have made to use in all the books that they read! 



Group activity

You will need :

0   Paper plates (enough for at least one per child)
0   Paint
0   pipe cleaners (antennae)
0   Any material that you have to hand
0   Stapler

Giant Caterpillar

1. Place the plates and paint on a protected surface.
2. Get the children to decorate the plates. 
3. At the end of the session, staple the plates together with a slight 
      overlap.
4. Attach antennae to the first plates using pipe cleaners.

Activity : Caterpillar sequence 

you will need :

0   Sequence picture grid (provided)
0   string
0   scissors
0   colouring pencils

Instructions 

1.    Draw the foods that the caterpillar eats. Use the book to help.
2.    Cut out and hang up in sequence to create the caterpillar's feast.
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Activity : Caterpillar puzzle

you will need :

0   Caterpillar puzzle (provided)
 

Instructions

1.   Cut out Caterpillar puzzle while preparing the session. 
2.   Place puzzle on the table for children to reassemble. 

If you would like to extend the activity to practice your group's
cutting skills, you could also give children the caterpillar puzzle sheet to 
cut and reassemble themselves.

Session tips and ideas!

Place templates of the butterfly on the table along with the materials to 
decorate the butterfly.
Encourage the adults to support the child to cut, glue and stick 
materials onto the butterfly. Allow the children to refer to the book to get 
ideas from the illustration. 

Suggest using different materials to children who are reluctant to make 
pretty wings. Suggest bumble bee wings or ask children could think about 
an imaginary creature that has wings. Get them to discuss this animal 
with their grown- up and maybe you could think of an alternative story 
to The Very Hungry Caterpillar and incorporate the new creature.
Involve the children in the story when you reread it at the end of the 
session. Get them to all stand up and fly around right at the end when 
the caterpillar emerges as a butterfly! It engages the children and allows 
them to display the fantastic crafts that they have been making throughout 
the session!
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Discuss with a partner and circle the correct answers.

1.   What day did the caterpillar pop out of the egg?        

Saturday / Sunday

2.   How many apples did the caterpillar eat?  

     One / Two  
                          

3.   What day did the caterpillar eat two pears?          

Monday / Tuesday 

4.   How many plums did the caterpillar eat?       

One / Two / Three 

5.   Did the caterpillar eat five strawberries?       

Yes / No

6.   How did the caterpillar feel after eating too much food?       

Happy / Poorly / Angry 

7.   What was the caterpillar look like when he was finally full?       

Small & thin / Big & fat

8.   What was the caterpillar's house called?       

Hut / Cocoon 

The very hungry 
caterpillar quiz



 Orange   Ice Cream   Strawberry

  Apple    Cheese    Water Melon

Match the pictures to the words
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True or False
In small groups or with a partner, discuss the sentences below, think very 
carefully, and use the book to help you find out whether they are true or 
not.

The author writes the story.

The illustrator draws the pictures.

The warm sun was shining.

The caterpillar was very big when he popped out of his egg.

The caterpillar ate lots of fruit because he was very hungry.

The caterpillar ate a pizza and a pie.

Eating so much gave the hungry caterpillar a stomach ache.

Eating a nice green leaf helped the hungry caterpillar to feel better.

The hungry caterpillar bought a house.

The hungry caterpillar's house is called a cocoon.

It was raining.

The caterpillar turned into a beautiful butterfly.
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The Very Hungry 
Caterpillar

Caterpillar Puzzle
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A T E O R X W O E H T O J
Y A F O R A N G E W H Q N
Y P B T O I S N B Q P W M
H T C A T E R P I L L A R
W H Q E Y D H K K L R O W
H V A W J C O C O O N V A
U G P T E U J S D R Y G P
N M P A F O J P Y Y K M Y
G L L P B D Y K L W J E R
R W E G A V A H E U J G K
Y R L W R G P W U J M W H
S S I T Q M P J D E H E L
D H B U T T E R F L Y J E
E J E H T C T E Q E E T A
R G I W H Q A F O D H Y F
R J G I W K P B O E G H Q

0 Hungry
0 Caterpillar
0 Ate
0 Butterfly
0 Egg
0 Cocoon
0 Plum
0 Leaf
0 Apple
0 Orange

Hungry Caterpillar Wordsearch
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arogne

tacpllirera

lepap

eacrmcei

sehece

eapr

lpmu

arwtsreryb

tubtrelyf

ealf

Jumble Words
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Colour the grid below and rearrange in the correct order.

Caterpillar sequence Grid 

The very hungry 
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Colour in the caterpillar and butterfly
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Can you help
the caterpillar
through the 
maze to 
become
a butterfly?
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Colour in each piece, cut out 
and assemble the 
caterpillar.
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The Very Hungry 
Caterpillar Game

What you will need:

l Balls
l Puzzles
l Wrapping paper or tissue paper
l Sticky tape
l Music 
l Question sheet (optional)
l A prize (optional)

Instructions:

Depending on the size of your Ziggies group, decide if you 
need to split the group into more than two groups. If you 
do you’ll need two balls, two puzzles, extra wrapping paper 
and another prize.



The Very Hungry 
Caterpillar Game

Before your Ziggies group starts:

1. Cut up the puzzles

2.   Take a ball and a piece of puzzle and wrap a layer of  
 paper around it and tape up (similar to pass 
 the parcel). Repeat the process until all the puzzle   
 pieces have been wrapped. Do this for each ball that  
 you need.

How to play:

1.   Arrange the group/s into a circle and choose a player   
      to start the game , give them the ball.

2.   Get the music ready.

3.   The player then chooses whether to roll, throw or pass  
 the ball to another player in the circle, this player then  
 chooses a player to pass the ball to and so on.



The Very Hungry 
Caterpillar Game

4.   Once this is explained to the players, play music like in  
 pass the parcel and when the music stops, the player  
      who is left with the ball needs to answer a question     
 correctly to unwrap a layer of paper and win the puzzle   
 piece for their team.

5.  Repeat step 4 until all the puzzle pieces are un    
     wrapped.

6.  The players then race to complete the puzzle.




